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5.1 Introduction

Nitrogen (N) in forest soils is a key variable to assess the state of forest ecosystems
due to the large effects it has on forest growth, ecosystem integrity, and human
health. High amounts of N are needed for biomass production in forests as N is one
of the four elements that are structural components of most organic molecules
forming biomass. In contrast to the other main elements essential for biomass
production (carbon (C), oxygen (O), and hydrogen (H)), forest trees could over the
longest part of their evolution not get these amounts of N directly by using ubiqui-
tous media like water or gases from the atmosphere. Since atmospheric nitrogen (N2)
is a very stable molecule, requiring high amounts of energy for the transformation
into reactive N species that may contribute to plant-available N, forest trees always
depended on the recycling of organic N from the decomposition of dead organic
matter in the soil, where organic molecules are with 95% the prevailing form of N
(Rohmann and Sontheimer 1985). Their mineralization and the subsequent nitrifi-
cation by microbes are exergonic and provide the inorganic molecules ammonium
(NH4

+) and nitrate (NO3
–) that may both be taken up by plant roots. NO3

– and NH4
+

assimilation in the roots and leaves of trees require energy from photosynthesis,
which provides the energy source keeping this forest internal N recycling running. In
terms of ecosystem services, nutrient recycling is considered the economically most
valuable ecosystem service of forests (Costanza et al. 1997).

Without consideration of human activities, there is only limited exchange of this
ecosystem-internal cycle with the environment (Larcher 2001): The natural sources
for additional plant-available N (lightnings and N2 fixing microbes, redistribution of
N by moving water or animals) are scarce; thus tree species show mechanisms for
minimizing N losses from the forest ecosystem due to leaching or gaseous emission.
These include to build up dense fine root and mycorrhizal networks close to the
origin of newly mineralized N compounds or immediate uptake of any plant-
available N, preferentially NH4

+ (Ek et al. 1994; Posch et al. 2015). In this sense,
forest ecosystems have evolved towards increased capability for N storage, with the
upper parts of the soil as major N stock in temperate forests, as a response to the low
reliability of N supply in nature.

In modern times, these conditions have dramatically changed due to N deposition
from industrial processes with high energy consumption that lead deliberately
(fertilizer production) or as a by-product (combustion processes) to the transforma-
tion of atmospheric N2 to reactive N species. Atmospheric N deposition to forests in
Germany had continuously risen since pre-industrial times until a maximum was
reached between 1980 and 1995, when NFSI I took place. Partly due to the
introduction of catalytic converters for Otto engines (in Germany since 1989),
N deposition started to decrease and was already much lower during NFSI II
(see Sect. 2.2), though historically still on a high level (Fagerli et al. 2007; Fagerli
and Aas 2008). The temporal course of the calculated N deposition (Fig. 5.1) agrees
well with other models of deposition history in Europe (cf. Engardt et al. 2017).

The high additional amount of NO3
– and NH4

+ currently reaching forest ecosys-
tems through atmospheric deposition strongly affects the recycling of N: Forest
growth is no longer limited by N availability such that other minimum factors gain
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importance for controlling growth (Spiecker et al. 1996; Talkner et al. 2015). The
increased amounts of plant-available N in the soil lead to changes in the species
composition of ground vegetation, favouring nitrophilous species (Förster et al.
2017; Strengbom and Nordin 2008). If N is deposited over longer time periods,
the N retention capacity of forest soils may be exceeded (N saturation, Aber et al.
1989, 1998; Lovett and Goodale 2011; Meesenburg et al. 2016), and excess N is
leached in the form of NO3

–, which leads to increased NO3
– concentrations in the

groundwater commonly used as drinking water and in lakes, where algal bloom and
fish-poisonous conditions may be the consequence (Erisman et al. 2015; Oulehle
et al. 2015). Lakes and brooks are also affected by acidity that is generated by plant
uptake of NH4

+ or its nitrification and may among other effects cause fish- and root-
toxic aluminium ions (Al3+) to dissolve, which can be leached together with NO3

–

(Vitousek et al. 1997). Due to electroneutrality, NO3
– leaching also leads to a loss of

base cations from the soil (de Vries et al. 2014). Also gaseous emissions of N2O and
other N compounds may increase with increasing N input (Eickenscheidt et al. 2011;
Eickenscheidt and Brumme 2012; Krupa 2003), thereby contributing to the rising
concentrations of the greenhouse gas N2O in the atmosphere.

Since forests are typically much less affected by fertilizer application compared to
agricultural areas, the groundwater under forested areas is often used for drinking
water supply. Therefore, the quality of groundwater under forests is of direct
relevance for human health. While a maximum of 50 mg NO3

– per litre is tolerated
according to the water framework directive of the EU (EU Directive 2006/118/EC),
it is known that even much lower concentrations over longer periods may induce
health risks like bowel cancer (Ward et al. 2005).

The NFSI, as the only spatially representative inventory of forest soils in Ger-
many, may provide evidence for the effects of decreasing, but still high N deposition
on N availability and N retention in the soil. It may show whether there are yet signs
of recovery from the most extreme deposition rates and help to find out the time scale
for such recovery. However, the soils were not only affected by changes in deposi-
tion of NO3

– and NH4
+: Between NFSI I and NFSI II, a strong reduction in sulphur

deposition (Engardt et al. 2017), a climate change induced rise in temperatures,
higher availability of carbon dioxide (CO2), and changed availability of water may
have altered the relationship between N transformation processes in the soil (Fleck

Fig. 5.1 Temporal
development (1950–2015)
of total (dry + wet + occult)
nitrogen deposition to NFSI
plots in kg ha–1 year–1. For
details on methodology, see
Sects. 5.4.3 and 1.16
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et al. 2017). For example, during the vegetation periods, days with extremely low
soil water availability (<40% of plant available water capacity) were much less
frequent in the 10 years before NFSI I (21.6 days) than in the 10 years before NFSI II
(30.4 days, Fig. 3.11), while annual precipitation remained unchanged, thereby
potentially increasing the amount of wetting and drying cycles that increase the
availability of soil organic matter to decay processes (Borken and Matzner 2009).
Management effects of liming and conversion of tree species composition provide
additional influencing factors. The measurement results must, therefore, be
interpreted with care, since they are the result of several interacting environmental
and management factors.

The following sub-chapters show first the status of N stocks and C/N ratios
and highlight some of the most important impact factors for these patterns. The
status results rely on NFSI II measurements (complete sample including peatland
plots). Results from NFSI I and Intensive Forest Monitoring plots (IFM plots,
i.e. Level II plots and beyond them other plots sampled according to the same
methodology) are occasionally given for comparison. Nitrogen stock changes from
NFSI I to NFSI II are then derived with two alternative approaches: (1) differential
measurement of N stocks at two points in time (NFSI I and NFSI II), based on the
paired sample without peatland plots or on IFM plot measurements, and (2) N
balance of the modelled input and output rates for the period between NFSI I and
NFSI II. These trend calculations are followed by the discussion of methods and a
final discussion of the results.

5.2 Nitrogen Stocks in Forest Soils

Nitrogen stocks in the soil profile were assessed from the organic layer to a
maximum depth of 90 cm. Because the soil depth was lower than 90 cm at a
considerable proportion of sites and because of lower data availability at deeper
depth, soil profile data are in most cases only shown for organic layer—60 cm. The
typical gradient of N stocks with soil depth is, however, best visible for organic
layer—90 cm. Considering the skewness of N stock distributions from NFSI I
(see Sect. 5.5.3), medians are presented for each layer instead of means wherever
distributions are not normal. All medians and means are area-weighted
(see Sect. 1.17).

5.2.1 Gradient of Nitrogen Stocks with Depth in the Soil
Profile

In NFSI II, 11% of N were kept in the organic layer, 52% in the uppermost 30 cm of
the mineral soil, 21% in 30–60 cm depth, and 12% in 60–90 cm depth (layer medians
as percentages of the organic layer—90 cm median). This gradient was similarly
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observed in NFSI I (12%, 50%, 21%, and 13%, respectively) and did not signifi-
cantly change (Figs. 5.2 and 5.12a). Even the results from the much lower number
of IFM plots with available inventory data show a very similar gradient
(see Sect. 5.4.2). The observed gradient reflects the flow of organic material and
its descendants through the ecosystem: Dead biomass is predominantly integrated
via the organic layer, where the fresh litter is in the prevailing case of aerobic
conditions not stored, but subject to high turnover rates and bioturbation, leading
to its integration into soil organic matter. Total soil N stocks are, therefore, typically
several times higher than those of only the organic layer and depend mainly on the
quality and amount of litter entering the soil at its upper border or from fine roots in
the upper mineral soil. Other important determinants of soil N stock are the climatic
and soil-chemical conditions for litter decomposition. The sharpest decrease in N
stocks occurs between the uppermost 30 cm and the next 30 cm of soil, since the
aboveground organic material mainly adds to the uppermost part of the mineral soil.
The decrease between 30–60 cm depth and 60–90 cm depth is rather moderate and
apparently reflects the decreasing fine root density, which is mostly considered
irrelevant in even deeper layers, where N concentrations often fall below the
detection limit.

Fig. 5.2 Depth gradient of nitrogen stocks in t ha–1 for NFSI I (left, dark columns) and NFSI II
(right, dark columns) related to the total sample of each inventory. Results from the first and second
inventory on Intensive Forest Monitoring plots (IFM, light columns) measured within a time shift of
maximum 5 years to each of the NFSIs (see “Results from Intensive Forest Monitoring Plots” under
Sect. 5.4.2) are given for comparison. All values are medians with interquartile ranges as error bars
and sample sizes given at the horizontal axis. As representative result for German forest soils,
medians and interquartile ranges of NFSIs are area-weighted (see Sect. 1.17 and Fig. 5.11)
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5.2.2 Nitrogen Stocks in the Organic Layer

Nitrogen stock in the organic layer was with 0.67 t ha–1 and an interquartile range
(iqr) of {0.24; 1.22} t ha–1 (n ¼ 1794) smaller than the amount of N stored in the
upper 5 cm of the mineral soil (1.09 t ha–1, iqr{0.76; 1.43}, n ¼ 1846). Since the
delineation between both compartments is to a certain extent subjective (Jansen et al.
2005), the joint N stock in organic layer—5 cm (1.81 t ha–1, iqr {1.43; 2.37},
n ¼ 1784) is a more robust estimate.

5.2.3 Nitrogen Stocks in the Soil Profile: Organic Layer—
Maximum 90 cm

While the whole rooting zone may—especially on sandy soils—often go deeper than
90 cm of the mineral soil (cf. Czajkowski et al. 2009), about 6% of NFSI II plots had
soil profiles shallower than 90 cm. As a representative number for German forest
soils, the area-weighted median of N stocks for all soil profiles from the organic layer
down to maximum depth of 90 cm of the mineral soil was 6.3 t ha–1 (iqr {4.5; 8.6},
n ¼ 1647). The empirical national rating for N stocks in the rooting zone of forests
(AK Standortskartierung 2016) was confirmed to some extent by the scatter of these
results, since high (>10 t ha–1) and very high (>20 t ha–1) N stocks in the soil profile
were observed on only 14% and 1% of the plots, respectively. These highest values
were mainly reached in organic soils on actual or former peatland area. Very low
nitrogen stocks (�2.5 t ha–1) were found on only 3% of the plots.

Nitrogen stocks of the soil profile (Fig. 5.3) were highest on peatland plots and
organic soils in the western part of the North-German Lowland, the Alps and their
foothills, and the Bavarian Forest. Other regions with very high N stocks are the
Rhine Rift Valley (here the N redistribution on alluvial plains may play a role), and
mountain ranges surrounding the Thuringian Basin, Upper Franconia, large parts of
the Rhenish Slate Mountains, the Southern Swabian Alb, Harz and nearby mountain
ranges in Lower Saxony, and the Saarland. Out of these regions, the western part of
the North-German Lowland, the Bavarian Forest, Upper Franconia, Harz, and the
Rhenish Slate Mountains received comparatively high amounts of N deposition
between 1990 and 2007. Plots in the Alps, the Bavarian Forest, and plots on high
altitude in other mountain ranges have low annual mean temperature, which hampers
decomposition in all stages and leads to an accumulation of N (see Sect. 5.3.3).
Upper Franconia, the southern Swabian Alb, the Alps and their foothills, and a part
of the Saarland provide soils from carbonate bedrock.

The lowest N stocks of the soil profile are found in the Eastern part of the North-
German Lowland with a focus on Brandenburg and adjacent areas in Saxony,
Saxony-Anhalt, Lower Saxony, and Mecklenburg-West-Pomerania, where
nutrient-poor, sandy soils in a dryer climate prevail and pine is the most abundant
forest tree species (compare Sect. 5.3). Other regions with very low N stocks are
parts of the mountain ranges Black Forest, Palatinate Forest, the Northern part of the
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Swabian Alb, as well as Odenwald and the lower mountain ranges of North-Hesse,
which are (except Odenwald) among the mountain ranges with relatively low N
deposition. Black Forest and Odenwald possess mostly soils from acidic bedrock.

5.2.4 C/N Ratios in the Top Soil

C/N ratios as indicators of soil fertility and degradability of organic material in the
upper horizons are traditionally calculated for the Ah horizon of the mineral soil
when the humus form is mull or mull-like moder, while the Oa horizon of the organic

0 18090
km

(organic layer up to
 maximum 90 cm depth)

Nitrogen stocks 
in the soil profile

- NFSI II - 
Percentile classes
[t ha -1]

<  3.2 
≥  3.2  to <  4.4
≥  4.4  to <  6.2
≥  6.2  to <  8.5
≥  8.5  to < 11.0
≥ 11.0
no values

Fig. 5.3 Nitrogen stocks of the soil profile as measured during NFSI II (n ¼ 1647)
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layer is used in all other cases (AK Standortskartierung 2003). In accordance with
Cools et al. (2014), we separated between forest floor (organic layer) and top soil
(here: 0–5 cm).

The significance of C/N ratios for soil fertility gets visible when they are related to
the nutrient indicator values of the ground vegetation present at each plot. The
nutrient indicator values (from nutrient poor (1) to nutrient rich (9), Ellenberg
et al. 2003) of plants in the herb layer show a decrease with increasing C/N ratio
class (Fig. 5.4) and thereby confirm earlier findings on plant species adaptation.

C/N ratios in the organic layer reached a mean value of 25.2 � 0.1 (iqr {22.5;
27.3}, n ¼ 1792). C/N ratios below 20.7 (10%-quantile, q10) would be considered
very low values, and C/N ratios above 30.4 (90%-quantile, q90) are very high in the
NFSI II dataset for the organic layer, which includes undecomposed as well as partly
decomposed litter and humus. In the upper 5 cm of the mineral soil, the mean of C/N
ratios was 20.6 � 0.14 (iqr {16.5; 23.7}, n ¼ 1850). Here, very low C/N ratios were
the ones below 14.2 (q10), and very high C/N ratios start from 27.9 (q90). Due to the
operator-dependent separation between both layers, it may sometimes be interesting
to also know these values for the continuum from the organic layer to 5 cm: The
mean was 24.3 � 0.09 (iqr {21.8; 29.3}, n ¼ 1787), and very low values would be
smaller than 20 (q10), while values above 29.3 (q90) would be considered very high.

The mean values for the organic layer and 0–5 cm, respectively, were similar to
the previously reported mean values for the forest floor and the mineral topsoil for
the whole of Europe (Cools et al. 2014).

C/N ratios in the organic layer were similar among humus forms (Table 5.1); in
this layer mull and mull-like moder are factually represented by merely the Oi-layer,
such that C/N ratios are strongly influenced by the C/N ratios of fresh litter. In layer
0–5 cm, where the different velocities of decomposition and the bioturbation play a
role, C/N ratios varied between 16.5 for mull and 26.6 for mor.

As will be discussed in Sect. 5.3, the main determinant for the pattern of C/N
ratios in Germany is the occurrence of tree species, with pine as the species with
highest C/N ratios and all other coniferous forest trees on the second rank (compare
Sect. 5.3 and Cools et al. 2014). On the level of forest growth regions, there is also an

Fig. 5.4 Nutrient indicator
values of the herb layer (mN
(KS)) after Ellenberg et al.
(2003) as dependent on the
C/N ratio of the upper
mineral soil (0–5 cm depth,
sample sizes at the
horizontal axis)
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influence of land use proportions: The average C/N ratios (0–5 cm) of NFSI plots are
significantly lower in growth regions with more than 50% agricultural land use,
compared to growth regions with less than 50% agricultural area ( p < 0.001).
Geographically (Fig. 5.5), the highest C/N ratios in the uppermost 5 cm of the
mineral soil of forests occurred mainly in the pine-dominated North-German Low-
land. Coniferous tree species are also the determining factor for high C/N ratios in
Thuringian Forest, Palatinate Forest, and Erzgebirge, as well as Northern Bavaria,
while the lowest C/N ratios are mainly found in beech-dominated landscapes like the
Rhenish Slate Mountains and in regions with soils from carbonate bedrock, such as
the Swabian-Franconian Alb and the foothills of the Alps.

5.2.5 Comparison to C/N Ratios of NFSI I

For C/N ratios, comparisons to NFSI I are more adequate for organic layer—5 cm
than for the both sub-layers separately, since humus forms with their different
reference horizons may have changed between NFSI I and NFSI II. The C/N ratios
were on average lower in NFSI I (22.4, n ¼ 1155) than those from NFSI II (24.0).
Also, the few organic soils not included in the paired sample had lower C/N ratios in
NFSI I (16.6, n ¼ 9) than in NFSI II (19.2). Considering that N stocks in the organic
layer down to 5 cm of the mineral soil increased between NFSI I and NFSI II, the
results show that the accumulation of N in this layer was accompanied by an even
stronger and disproportionately high accumulation of C that led to a marked increase
of C/N ratios. The resulting change rate of C/N ratios was +0.09 year–1. While an
increase of C/N ratios would generally fit to the decrease of N deposition or an
increase of nitrogen uptake by the growing stand, some studies indicate that N
deposition as a growth-triggering condition contributes to the variability of C stocks
in organic and mineral soil layers of forests—in combination with other growth
conditions, e.g. climatic factors (Bedison and Johnson 2009). Nitrogen stocks have
already been proposed as an indicator for the C sequestration potential of soils
(Vesterdal et al. 2008). A time shift between N deposition and the subsequently
increased C input to the soil could well explain the observed increase of C/N
ratios during a phase of decreasing N-deposition rates (Fig. 5.1).

Table 5.1 C/N ratios of humus forms in the organic layer and 0–5 cm depth of the mineral soil

Mull Mull-like moder Moder Mor-like moder Mor

Organic layer 25.7 � 0.2 24.2 � 0.2 24.7 � 0.2 25.5 � 0.3 26.7 � 0.4
0–5 cm 16.5 � 0.1 19.4 � 0.3 21.9 � 0.2 24.3 � 0.4 26.6 � 0.7

The humus form-specific definition of reference horizons (AK Standortskartierung 2016) requires
to use the bold numbers for a comparison between humus forms
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5.3 Impact Factors

5.3.1 Forest Type

The different amounts and qualities of litter from the stand forming tree species have
a strong influence on C/N ratios and N stocks not only of the organic layer. Due to
the preferred use of certain tree species for certain soil substrates, the effect of tree
species may not fully be disentangled from the one of soil substrates.

0 18090
km

- NFSI II - 

C/N ratio 
in the mineral soil 
at 0 - 5 cm depth

Percentile classes

< 14.2
≥ 14.2  to < 16.5
≥ 16.5  to < 19.8
≥ 19.8  to < 23.7
≥ 23.7  to < 27.9
≥ 27.9

Fig. 5.5 C/N ratio in the upper 5 cm of the mineral soil during NFSI II (n ¼ 1850)
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Stands dominated by pine had with 27.6 and 25.3, respectively, the highest
organic layer and 0–5 cm C/N ratios of all forest types (Fig. 5.6). This rank is
occupied by pine in all individual soil substrate groups. High C/N ratios generally
indicate both: poor decomposability in the initial stage of decomposition, where
mainly cellulose is degraded, and good decomposability in the later stages, where
lignified litter components are degraded over much longer time intervals and
where the presence of too high amounts of N would hamper decomposition through
the suppression of lignolytic enzyme production and the creation of recalcitrant
compounds (Berg 2014). Corresponding to both, N stocks of pine (Fig. 5.7) were the
highest of all forest types in the organic layer (1.14 � 0.03 t ha–1), where the initial
stage of decomposition takes place, while they were lowest for organic layer—60 cm
(4.47 � 0.12 t ha–1), where the decomposition of lignin is included, which agrees
well with the decomposition model of Berg (2014). On the other end of the scale, the
lowest C/N ratio (which means highest initial, but lowest total decomposability) in
the organic layer or in 0–5 cm of the mineral soil (C/N ¼ 24 or 15.8, respectively) is
found under the canopy of broadleaved forests that are not dominated by beech or
oak, and this rank is also valid across soil substrate groups. Accordingly, the organic
layer N stocks of broadleaved forests are very low (0.4 � 0.03 t ha–1), while they
have the highest N stocks of all forest types in organic layer—60 cm
(8.82 � 0.37 t ha–1).

Forest type

433 398 134 247 108 282 203

S P oC B O M oB

433 398 134 247 108 282 203

b)

432 394 133 245 102 270 178

S P oC B O M oB

10

20
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50
C
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-ra

tio

432 394 133 245 102 270 178

a)

Fig. 5.6 C/N ratios of the forest types beech-dominated broadleaved forest (B), oak-dominated
broadleaved forest (O), spruce-dominated coniferous forest (S), pine-dominated coniferous forest
(P), other broadleaved forest (oB), mixed coniferous and broadleaved forest (M), and other
coniferous forest (oC) in the organic layer (a) and in 0–5 cm of the mineral soil (b). Sample sizes
are given at the horizontal axis. The other broadleaved forests are mainly forests with high
proportions (>70%) of specialty hardwood trees like ash and sycamore but also hornbeam, alder,
and birch. Other coniferous forests predominantly comprise silver fir, Douglas fir, and larch forests.
The mixed forests are typically mixtures of beech with spruce, pine, larch, and silver fir or forest
stands with pine or spruce and high proportions of birch or oak
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Beech and oak stands were similar to the other broadleaved forests in terms of
relatively low C/N ratios and lowest N stocks in the organic layer, whereof the latter
is confirmed across soil substrate groups. Their N stocks in organic layer—60 cm
were intermediate, comparable to those of other forest types (mixed forests, other
coniferous forests).

The C/N ratios of spruce stands were the second highest of all forest types and
similar to those of pine stands. The low initial decomposability of their litter agrees
well with the rank as the second highest of all N stocks in the organic layer.
Complying with Berg (2014), N stocks of spruce stands in organic layer—60 cm
were higher than those of pine, but they were even higher than those of beech and
oak stands. The effect of tree species-specific litter quality may be less clear in this
case due to other factors like the permanently high leaf area index of spruce stands
and, consequently, reduced exposition of their soils to sun, rain, snow, wind, and
temperature changes. Spruce litter is also better protected by its acidity against
decomposition. The higher productivity of spruce compared to pine is generally
due to the selection of sites with better nutrient and water availability.

5.3.2 Parent Material and Soil Acidity

Soil parent material mainly affects N stocks through its influence on soil acidity:
Soils from weathered carbonate bedrock or from basic-intermediate bedrock provide
the least acidic conditions for nutrient uptake, decomposition by microbes, and
redistribution of organic material by bioturbation. They have the lowest C/N ratio
(16.3 or 17.7, respectively) in 0–5 cm of the mineral soil (Fig. 5.8). As an effect of a
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Fig. 5.7 Nitrogen stocks of the different forest types (see caption of Fig. 5.6) in the organic layer
(a), in 0–10 cm of the mineral soil (b), and in the soil profile from organic layer to 60 cm of the
mineral soil (c). Significant differences are indicated by minor case letters and sample sizes at the
horizontal axis
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soil property, the C/N ratio differences between soil substrates are more pronounced
in the uppermost part of the mineral soil than in the organic layer. In accordance with
the effect of C/N ratios postulated by Berg (2014), both parent material groups have
significantly lower N stocks (Fig. 5.9) in the organic layer than all other parent

Parent material
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Fig. 5.8 C/N ratios of the different soil substrate groups in organic layer (a) and 0–5 cm depth of
the mineral soil (b). (1) Soils from base-poor unconsolidated sediments, (2) soils of alluvial plains,
(3) loamy soils of the lowlands, (4) soils from weathered carbonate bedrock, (5) soils from basic-
intermediate bedrock, (6) soils from base-poor consolidated bedrock, (7) soils of the Alps,
(8) organic soils from peatland. Sample sizes are given at the horizontal axis

Fig. 5.9 Nitrogen stocks of the eight soil substrate groups (compare caption of Fig. 4.8) in the
organic layer (a), 0–10 cm of the mineral soil (b), and the soil profile from organic layer to 60 cm of
the mineral soil (c). Sample sizes are given at the horizontal axis
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material groups and the highest N stocks in 0–10 cm of the mineral soil (2.64 t ha–1

and 2.17 t ha–1, respectively) and in the soil profile from organic layer to 60 cm
(7.51 t ha–1 and 6.71 t ha–1, respectively).

Additional features that protect organic material in the mineral soil from decom-
position are relevant in the three smaller substrate groups: Organic soils from
peatland (15.7 t ha–1 in organic layer—60 cm, n ¼ 38) and the partly submerged
soils of alluvial plains (7.35 t ha–1, n ¼ 63) provide anaerobic zones through the
influence of water and may be supplied with organic material from moving water,
while soils from the Alps (10.97 t ha–1, n ¼ 27) may provide organic matter
protecting enclosures between rocks (compare Sabatini et al. 2015). Organic soils
from peatland are the parent material group with the highest variability in N stocks
but also the highest average N stocks in all layers. This is due to the fact that the most
diverse peatland types like fens and bogs are summarized in one material group.

Apart from organic soils, soils from base-poor consolidated bedrock or base-poor
unconsolidated sediments have the highest C/N ratios in 0–5 cm of the mineral soil
and also the highest N stocks in the organic layer. Consistent with highest C/N ratios,
their total N stocks in organic layer—60 cm are lower than in all other parent
material groups (4.77 and 5.67 t ha–1, respectively).

Soil acidity may also be influenced by liming, which is only a relevant manage-
ment option on acid-sensitive plots (see Chap. 4), and only this subsample of plots is
considered in the liming evaluation. Liming did show no direct effect on C/N ratios
in NFSI II. But similar to the pattern observed in soils from carbonate bedrock, limed
plots showed a decrease of N stocks between NFSI I and NFSI II in the organic layer
(�7.8 kg ha–1 year–1 � 2.4), but an increase of N stocks by +11.8 kg ha–1 year–1 � 4.2
in the upper mineral soil (0–30 cm). The not limed plots of the acid-sensitive
subsample showed instead more or less constant N stocks in the organic layer
(�0.7 kg ha–1 year–1 � 3.2) and a decrease of �11.6 kg ha–1 year–1 � 4.5 in the
upper 30 cm of the mineral soil. Both trends can be explained by the acidifying effect
of N-deposition: Acidity inhibits (micro-)biological activity such that particulate
organic matter accumulates in the organic layer, while the formation of mineral-
associated organic matter and N-storage in the mineral soil is reduced, thereby
reversing the usually opposite effect of N-addition on microbial growth and decom-
position occurring when acidification is counteracted with liming (Averill and
Waring 2018). Supporting this explanation, a multifactorial covariance analysis
(ANCOVA) on the factors liming, forest type, and clay content reveals that only
the combined effect of clay content and liming had a significant influence on N
accumulation rates in 0–30 cm of the mineral soil. This points to a potentially
enhanced formation of N containing clay-organic matter complexes in limed soil,
which contributes to the recalcitrant fraction of N compounds (Preston et al. 2009) in
the mineral soil. Soil biological activity is vulnerable to acidification: Earthworm
activity generally increases under the changed chemical conditions in limed soils
(Homan et al. 2016), and also microbial activity increases with increases of soil pH
(Anderson and Domsch 1993).
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5.3.3 Annual Mean Temperature

Low temperatures are an additional condition that may slow down the process of
decomposition of soil organic matter. Concordantly, N stocks in the organic layer
and the upper mineral soil up to 10 cm are highest on the plots with the lowest annual
mean temperatures (Fig. 5.10) and increase stepwise to the higher temperature
classes. The highest temperature classes above 9 �C, however, have again somewhat
higher N stocks than the neighbouring class, which may be due to the relevance of
dry conditions on these plots that have a prohibitive effect on decomposition of soil
organic matter.

5.3.4 Agricultural Land Use

The influence of the regional distribution of agricultural land use was identified
based on CORINE land cover data for the forest growth districts in Germany (Gauer
and Kroiher 2012). The NHx/NOy ratio of total N deposition generally increases
with the proportion of agricultural land use in growth districts (r2 ¼ 0.42, p < 0.05),
but total N deposition to forests in the same district is not generally increased (here
meteorological conditions like precipitation, wind speed, and fog rate are also
important factors). However, dividing the German forest growth districts into classes
of agricultural land use reveals that C/N ratios in 0–5 cm of the mineral soil are lower
in growth districts with high or very high proportion of agricultural area, while they
are highest in districts with less agriculture (Fig. 5.11a). This apparent effect of
agricultural land use is directly due to higher N stocks in 0–5 cm of the mineral soil.
In accordance with this finding, also N stocks in agricultural districts are higher than
in those with less agriculture (Fig. 5.11b).
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As a summary, forest type, parent material, soil acidity, annual mean temperature,
and agricultural land use all contribute to the variability of N stocks (Fig. 5.3) and
C/N ratios (Fig. 5.5) of German forests and may explain much of the geographical
pattern observed. From these factors, parent material and annual mean temperature
are naturally given factors that have affected stand and soil condition for centuries,
while forest type, soil acidification and agricultural land use are comparatively
younger and mainly man-made factors with a shorter, but apparently long enough
impact period to affect the N status of forest soils. In the case of agricultural land use,
it is probable that the duration of the impact period is linked to N emissions from
agriculture that started with the production of N containing mineral fertilizer since
about 1910 and the increased imports of forage for more intensive livestock pro-
duction. Due to multiple interactions in the processes leading to N accumulation or
release, the relative contribution of these and other factors may not directly be
derived and will need a more complete multivariate model where also other variables
(e.g. local exposition, soil wetness, soil texture, podzolation, rooting depth, forest
growth, and harvest practice) are expected to play a role.

5.4 Nitrogen Stock Changes

The result of N stock changes over more than a decade is visible in the N stock
difference between NFSI I and NFSI II as differential measurement of a state
variable at two points in time (Sect. 5.4.1). Apart from NFSI plots, an N stock
difference was similarly also detected on IFM plots (Sect. 5.4.2). Due to the

Fig. 5.11 Average C/N ratio in 0–5 cm of the mineral soil (a) and average N stocks in layer
Org-60 cm (b) of NFSI plots in forest growth districts with variable proportion of agricultural land
use (percentages)
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integration over several years, this approach does not directly investigate the actually
occurring change rates on specific plots. It may, however, indicate the average
annual change rate as a trend that would explain the difference between both points
in time, thereby integrating over change rate variability between years as well as
seasonal and spatial variability of the processes contributing to the observed differ-
ence. A more directed approach investigating the processes leading to N stock
changes is provided by N balance estimations, describing the flow of nitrogen in
and out of an ecosystem with sub-models based on the known course of meteoro-
logical variables between NFSI I and NFSI II (Sect. 5.4.3).

5.4.1 Nitrogen Stock Difference on NFSI Plots

Actual status (Sect. 5.2) and trend of N stocks between both NFSIs rely on different
sampling approaches: While the presented status results are always based on mea-
surements of the complete NFSI II sample, the calculated trends may only be based
on those plots that were investigated two times (paired sample). In the case of N, the
paired sample lacks data from Saarland and Bavaria. Organic soils were not included
in the paired sample. In all cases, area-weighted medians are reported for N stocks of
NFSI instead of means due to the skewness of distributions, and trends are only
integrated down to a depth of 60 cm due to the increased uncertainty of low
concentration N measurements relevant in deeper layers (see Sect. 5.5.3 and
Table 1.2). An overview of the main results is given in Table 5.2.

Trends in Organic Layer: 5 cm
The comparison with NFSI I values yields a non-significant trend: While N stocks in the
organic layer showed a slight decrease relative to NFSI I values (�2.4 kg ha–1 year–1),
they increased by +6.5 kg ha–1 year–1 in the uppermost 5 cm of the mineral soil,
leading to a total accumulation of +5.3 kg ha–1 year–1 in organic layer—5 cm.

Table 5.2 Main results of status and trends of nitrogen stocks in the different soil layers

Complete sample Paired sample

Status (kg ha–1) Trend (kg ha–1 year–1)

Median IQR n Median IQR n

Org. layer 671 {239; 1222} 1794 �2.4 {�21.0; +20.0} 1213

0–5 cm 1087 {756; 1425} 1846 +6.5 {�10.0; +23.2} 1281

5–10 cm 644 {421; 962} 1846 +2.0 {�7.1; +11.8} 1282

10–30 cm 1559 {979; 2364} 1832 �3.5 {�22.0; +18.7} 1271

0–30 cm 3280 {2333; 4721} 1827 +7.1 {�34.1; +52.9} 1265

30–60 cm 1302 {702; 1981} 1811 �14.6 {�39.9; +6.2} 1239

Org.—5 cm 1810 {1430; 2367} 1784 +5.3 {�26.3; +35.3} 1205

Org.—30 cm 4100 {3096; 5479} 1767 +6.2 {�44.6; +53.6} 1191

Org.—60 cm 5430 {3970; 7387} 1740 �8.2 {�74.0; +48.7} 1152
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The apparent N stock accumulation between NFSI I and NFSI II in organic
layer—5 cm tends to even higher values, when a statewise comparison of the
complete sample of NFSI I and NFSI II is performed (weighted medians of federal
states: +0.2 kg ha–1 year–1 in the organic layer and +12.2 kg ha–1 year–1 in 0–5 cm).
Since the measured concentrations in these layers are high, they are less affected by
potential analytical errors, which underpins the reliability of this result. The N stock
accumulation in the organic and uppermost soil layer coincides with the measured
increase of N concentrations in tree leaves and needles between both points in time
(see Chap. 9), which might indicate higher N availability for trees as well as higher
input to the organic layer. It is questionable, however, whether this increase in leaf N
concentrations reflects a general trend or just interannual variability (Riek et al.
2016). It has to be considered, though, that the accumulation of dead organic matter
on the forest floor over several years is less sensitive to such interannual variability
and might thereby help to recognize longer-term trends in nutrient input and
turnover. Under conditions of rising N concentrations in leaves and in the upper
mineral soil, the apparent slight decrease of N stocks in the organic layer could be
interpreted as a hint towards increased turnover rates of organic material (see
Chap. 6).

Trend in Organic Layer: 60 cm
The median of N stock changes in organic layer—60 cm equals �8.2 kg ha–1 year–1

(Table 5.2, Fig. 5.12c). The tendency given by this number for the whole country is
mainly due to very high differences between NFSI I and NFSI II in the layer
30–60 cm, while the other layers remained nearly unchanged or showed the opposite
tendency (Fig. 5.12c). The tendency is regionally very diverse and may not be seen
as typical for the whole country, since large parts of Germany show only negligible
changes and others are not included in the paired sample. In contrast, the median for
organic layer—30 cm was +6.2 kg ha–1 year–1. This contrasting trend between upper
and lower soil compartments comes along with a slight recovery from acidification
in the upper soil compartments, while still increasing acidity is observed in the
subsoil (see Chap. 4), which could explain higher N losses from deeper soil layers.

5.4.2 Nitrogen Stock Difference on IFM Plots

Alternative insight into the status and dynamics of N stocks in German forest soils
between NFSI I and NFSI II may only be derived from Intensive Forest Monitoring
plots (IFM plots) of the ICP Forests Level II network and additional plots operated
according to the same methodology (UNECE ICP Forests Programme Co-ordinating
Centre 2016), as the only available independent dataset from approximately the
same area and within nearly the same time frame. The soil surveys conducted at
these densely instrumented plots are combined with numerous other surveys (Fleck
et al. 2017) and aim to provide the basis for the analysis of cause-effect relationships
in forest ecosystems.
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Intensive Forest Monitoring plots are located in forest stands covering regionally
typical combinations of soil type, tree species, climate, and pollution levels
(e.g. deposition rates of N and S). Due to their relatively small number and irregular
spatial arrangement (Fig. 5.13), results from IFM plots are considered indicative for
their respective forest ecosystem types but are not suited to derive spatially repre-
sentative results (medians reported are, thus, not area-weighted). Nevertheless,
ranges of measured N stocks, N deposition, and calculated N leaching rates (see
Sect. 5.4.3) from these plots yield an independent source of information for the time
span between NFSI I and NFSI II. Only IFM plots with a maximum temporal shift of
�5 years compared to the two NFSIs have been selected for analysis.

The depth gradient of N stocks on the intensive monitoring sites shows a similar
pattern compared to NFSI plots for both the first and second inventory (Fig. 5.2). In
terms of trends, N stocks of IFM plots (Fig. 5.14) show a marked increase between
the first and second inventory (median: +28.0 kg N ha–1 year–1, iqr{�23.9; +79.4},
n ¼ 36). The direction of this overall trend is opposite to the findings from NFSI
plots, but the variability of all results from IFM plots is higher than on NFSI plots.

Fig. 5.12 Depth gradient of nitrogen stocks in NFSI I and NFSI II related to the total sample of
each inventory (a) and respective sums of nitrogen stocks for the soil profile from organic layer up
to 60 cm of the mineral soil (b). The annual change rates of nitrogen stocks (c and d) were calculated
based on the paired sample of both inventories except peatland. The shown statistical significance of
differences between medians (indicated as stars) does not reflect the influence of measurement
uncertainties (see Sect. 5.5.2). Outliers are not shown
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However, the NFSI pattern of decreasing N stocks in the organic layer and increas-
ing N stocks in the upper layers of the mineral soil is also reflected in the results from
IFM plots (�4.5 kg ha–1 year–1, iqr{�24.7; +8.8}, n ¼ 37 in the organic layer and
+43.1 kg ha–1 year–1, iqr{�6.6; +71.3}, n ¼ 47 in 0–30 cm).

In contrast to NFSI findings, the N stocks in the lower layers of the mineral soil
did only slightly change on IFM plots (+1.9 kg ha–1 year–1, iqr {�23.7; +40.9},
n ¼ 46 in 30–60 cm and �1.2 kg N ha–1 year–1, iqr {�30.9; +24.9}, n ¼ 21 in
60–90 cm).

Thus, while the two monitoring networks show different trends in total for
organic layer—60 cm, they both indicate a marked difference between the increasing

0 200100
km

Forest distribution 
(CLC, 2006)

Forest

Intensive Monitoring plots
with N-stock inventories

Fig. 5.13 Selected Intensive Forest Monitoring plots (IFM plots) with repeated soil inventories
with a time shift of maximum 5 years relative to each of the NFSI inventories
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trend in the soil compartments above 30 cm and the negative or constant trend in the
layers deeper than 30 cm of the mineral soil. The relevance and interpretation of this
finding are further discussed in Sects. 5.5 and 5.6.

5.4.3 Nitrogen Balance Estimation

The additional measurement of nitrate concentration from soil water extracts within
NFSI II allows for N balance estimations as an alternative approach to derive N stock
change rates.

N budgets of forest ecosystems have been used to evaluate and quantify the
effects of deposition and other impacts on forest soil dynamics (Korhonen et al.
2013; Meesenburg et al. 2016; Palviainen et al. 2017). Under the assumption that N
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Fig. 5.14 Depth gradient of nitrogen stocks in the first and second inventory on the Intensive
Forest Monitoring (IFM) plots (a) and respective sums of nitrogen stocks for the soil profile from
the organic layer down to 60 cm of the mineral soil (b). The annual change rates of nitrogen stocks
(c and d) were calculated based on the paired sample of both inventories. Since layers 0–5 cm and
5–10 cm were not separately sampled on many plots, the sample size of these layers is lower than,
e.g. of organic layer—60 cm
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fixation in most forest ecosystems is negligible (Posch et al. 2015), the calculation of
N pool changes in the soil was simplified to:

ΔS ¼ ND � NE � NL � NnU ð5:1Þ

with change of N pools in the soil (ΔS) being based on ND (total N input by
atmospheric deposition—wet + dry + occult), NE (gaseous emission of N2, N2O,
and NO), NL (leaching of N below the rooting zone), and net N uptake of the
vegetation (NnU, the balance of N gains due to root uptake from the soil and N
losses due to litter fall and harvest residues remaining on the floor): The assumptions
regarding the calculation of each term of the N balance are given in the following
sections since they are not measured but modelled values.

5.4.3.1 Atmospheric Nitrogen Deposition

Long-term trends of N deposition were calculated following Thiele et al. (2017) with
the model MAKEDEP (Alveteg et al. 1998). The model was run with grid-based
estimates for Germany for the year 2009 (Schaap et al. 2015). We reconstructed N
deposition before 2009 using the regional trend from the EMEP database (Tarrasón
and Nyiri 2008) and standard time series from Alveteg et al. (1998) as published in
Ahrends et al. (2010), Fleck et al. (2017), and Hauck et al. (2012). Reconstructed
deposition was evaluated with measurements from Level II plots (Fig. 5.15).

5.4.3.2 Gaseous Nitrogen Emissions

The gaseous emissions NE were considered as linearly related to net N input
(de Vries et al. 1994):

Fig. 5.15 Evaluation of reconstructed nitrogen deposition (open circle) against values calculated
with a canopy budget model (Ulrich 4) from deposition measurement (filled square) of three ICP
Forests Intensive Forest Monitoring plots in Germany: Augustendorf/Lower Saxony (left), Klötze/
Saxony-Anhalt (centre), and Klingenthal/Saxony (right)
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NE ¼ f E ∙ ND � NnU � NIð Þ if ND > NnU þ NI

0 else

�
ð5:2Þ

with NnU for net removal of N in harvested trees, NI for long-term net immobilization
of N in soil organic matter, and fE for the site-specific emission fraction (0� fE < 1).
NE is thus considered a second-order process after immobilization and uptake needs
are fulfilled. fE as a fraction based on soil drainage (Reinds et al. 2001) was
approximated using clay content (C) (Ahrends et al. 2010; Murray et al. 2017) in
an exponential function between the minimum for sandy soil (0.05; C¼ 0%) and the
maximum for clay soils (0.7; C ¼ 45%) (Rihm and Achermann 2016).

f E ¼ 0:0501 ∙ e0:0581 ∙C ð5:3Þ

This approximation gets very close to published texture-specific classes (Park and
Shim 2001; Reinds and De Vries 2010; Nagel and Gregor 1999). The basic function
was supplemented by rules taking into account peat soils ( fE ¼ 0.8; Rihm and
Achermann 2016), depth to groundwater level, and stagnic soil conditions. NI was
quantified after Nagel and Gregor (1999) being 1 kg ha–1 year–1 for most plots
(Posch et al. 2015).

5.4.3.3 Nitrogen Leaching

Nitrogen leaching rates were estimated by multiplying the amount of annual seepage
water with the mean nitrate concentration of the lowest soil layer. Plot-specific soil
water fluxes were estimated with the physically based hydrological model LWF-
BROOK90 (Version 3.4, Hammel and Kennel 2001). Nitrate concentration in
seepage water (NO3seepage) was estimated from soil water extracts, assuming that
leaching of ammonium (NH4

+) can be neglected in forest ecosystems due to its
preferential uptake and complete nitrification within the root zone (Posch et al.
2015). Several authors confirm the possibility to empirically derive NO3seepage
from soil water extracts, using regression approaches (Schlotter et al. 2012;
Kohlpaintner et al. 2012; Evers et al. 2002; Ludwig et al. 1999). The applied
methodologies, however, differ with respect to (1) the ratio between soil and
water, (2) utilization of fresh or dried soil, (3) the facultative correction of nitrate
concentrations measured in the soil water extract (NO3extract) to either the actual
water content (m3 m–3) at the time of soil sampling (Θ) or the calculated water
content at field capacity (ΘFC), and (4) the assumed functional relationship in the
regression between NO3seepage and NO3extract. In the following, we describe the
methods used to derive estimates of NO3seepage for the data presented here.

The method applied during NFSI II to measure NO3extract is to mix one mass part
of dry soil with two mass parts of deionized water. The suspension is left for 24 h at
room temperature and stirred frequently. After filtration NO3extract is analysed
(GAFA 2009).
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The statistical model used is based on water extracts from soil samples and direct
measurements of NO3seepage in tight spatial and temporal proximity. The data was
taken from Evers et al. (2002) comprising 10 plots from five federal states with
4 investigation points each and from 21 plots with 5 investigation points in Bavaria
(Lutz 2015). Due to an elimination of extreme values, problems with seepage water
sampling in dry soils, and lack of data, a total of 95 (85 with additional soil
properties) pairs of values was available for statistical modelling. The linear regres-
sion between NO3extract and NO3seepage yielded R2 values between 0.39 and 0.51
(Table 5.3). Best results were obtained when NO3extract was corrected to Θ, closely
followed by the correction to ΘFC, where field capacity was estimated from soil
texture according to Ad-HocAG_Boden (2005). Model performance was enhanced
by the consideration of additional soil properties. Significant impacts of soil bulk
density, gravel content, and the content of sand, silt, and clay in the fine earth were
identified using generalized additive models (GAM) (Table 5.4).

The best performing GAM (Corr. ΘFC) was selected and replaced by a multilinear
function to facilitate calculation (Equation 5.4), including the variables in their linear
or quadratic form only in the case of significance (p < 0.001) and forcing the results
through zero if negative:

Table 5.3 Linear regression between NO3seepage (mmolc l
–1) and NO3extract (mmolc l

–1, corrected
to water content at field capacity ΘFC or to actual water content Θ)

Corr. Intercept Slope R2 adj. R2 n RMSE AIC

None �0.03495 3.802*** 0.388 0.381 95 0.1208 �125.93

ΘFC �0.03937* 0.5785*** 0.491 0.486 94 0.1074 �146.69

Θ �0.05500** 0.4271*** 0.512 0.507 92 0.0943 �167.37

Significances are coded as *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001

Table 5.4 Generalized additive regression between NO3seepage and NO3extract including further
soil parameters with NO3extract corrected to ΘFC or Θ (Corr.)

Corr. R2 Adj. R2 n RMSE AIC

None 0.511 0.480 90 0.0887 �166.13

Intercept*** s(NO3extract)*** s(G)* s(SI)***

ΘFC 0.747 0.726 89 0.0606 �228.58

Intercept*** s(NO3extract-ΘFC)*** s(S)*** s(SI)*** s(C)**

Θ 0.727 0.708 90 0.0663 �217.63

s(NO3extract-Θ)*** s(G)** s(SI)***

Significance of model variables (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001) is given in the second line
for each model
NO3extract, nitrate concentration in soil water extract [mmolc l

–1]; G, gravel content [% mass]; S,
SI, C, sand, silt, clay content in fine earth [% mass]
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NO3seepage ¼ a � NO32extract þ b � Sþ c � S2 þ d � SI2 þ e � C2 þ f
g � NO3extract if NO3seepage < 0

�
ð5:4Þ

with NO3extract for nitrate concentration in soil water extract corrected to water
content at field capacity [mmolc l

–1] and variables S, SI, and C for sand, silt, and
clay content in fine earth [% mass]. The coefficients are a ¼ 0.5911, b ¼ 0.03252,
c ¼ �0.0001516, d ¼ 0.000366, e ¼ 0.000317, f ¼ �1.702, and g ¼ 0.3144.

The resulting model was applied to a set of validation data from Level II plots in
Germany and two smaller studies in Baden Württemberg and Bavaria. As expected,
due to the high spatial and temporal variability of nitrate concentrations in soil
solution, the 85 pairs of values could not compete with the dataset used for model
building. As a consequence the quality of statistical properties for validation was low
(Table 5.5). However, the modelled values corresponded well to measurements with
respect to magnitude and value distribution, especially if compared to the direct
relationship between NO3extract and NO3seepage (Fig. 5.16). This correspondence was
even preserved in double logarithmic display applied due to low nitrate concentra-
tions in a large part of the seepage water samples.

5.4.3.4 Net Nitrogen Uptake for Different Harvest Scenarios

For managed forest, the long-term average net N uptake of vegetation (NnU) is equal
to the amount of N exported with harvested tree compartments and can be calculated

Table 5.5 Statistical properties of model building and validation for nitrate concentrations in
seepage water as calculated with Eq. (5.4)

n R2 RMSE Meanmeasured Meanmodelled RMSE � mean

Model building 85 0.722 0.0647 0.0698 0.0698 0.9272

Validation 85 0.219 0.1277 0.0933 0.0906 1.3681

Fig. 5.16 Dispersion of measured values taken for model building (filled square) and for validation
(open circle) around the 1:1-line in the relationships between NO3extract and NO3seepage (left),
modelled (Eq. 5.4) and measured NO3seepage (centre), and modelled and measured NO3seepage in
logarithmic display (right), NO3extract and NO3seepage in mmolc l

–1
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by multiplying the average annual growth rate of the respective compartments with
their element concentrations (Posch et al. 2015):

NnU ¼ kgr, sv ∙ psv ∙ ctN sv þ kgr,ba ∙ pba ∙ ctN ba þ kgr,br ∙ pbr ∙ ctN br ð5:5Þ

with kgr for the average annual growth rate (m3 ha–1 year–1), p for density (kg m–3),
and ctN (kg kg–1) for N concentration in the compartments solid volume under bark,
bark, and branches (subscripts sv, ba, and br, respectively). Dependent on the
harvesting practice, the contribution of branches has to be included (whole-tree
harvest) or not (stem only). Forest growth for each NFSI plot was estimated from
a forest inventory in 2011–2012 using yield tables (Schober 1995) for the recon-
struction up to 1990. Correction factors were applied to consider the higher growth
rates due to environmental factors and mixed forests (Pretzsch 2016). The results
were evaluated with growth data from the Third National Forest Inventory (BMEL
2016) for about 50,000 plots in Germany (Fig. 5.17).

The parameters for the biomass expansion factors, the density of the compart-
ments, and the nitrogen concentration in biomass were taken from Ahner et al.
(2013) and Jacobsen et al. (2002). As there is a great uncertainty regarding
harvesting practice on NFSI plots and the representativeness of the long-term
average for the shorter timescales relevant between NFSI I and II, we calculated N
exports for both whole-tree and stem-only harvest, to consider and represent the high
uncertainty in uptake estimations. It should be noted that tree stumps as harvest
residues (Pretzsch 2009) were not included so that net N uptake of the vegetation
may be slightly overestimated. As an approximation for realistic harvest exports, we
used the averages between the two variants in the N balance.

Fig. 5.17 Yearly increment
of solid volume at the NFI3
plots (https://bwi.info;
77Z1Jl_L101of_2012) in
the different federal states of
Germany and the estimated
yearly increment for the
NFSI plots with modified
yield tables for the period
2002–2012. Filled circle,
values from the federal
states of Germany; open
circle, area weighed mean
for Germany
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5.4.3.5 Discussion of Estimated Balances

Figure 5.18 shows the nitrogen balance and the different components for the NFSI
plots in Germany. The balance was calculated for three different harvesting practice
scenarios: stem only (Bmin), whole tree without needles and leaves (Bmax), and the
average of both (B).

Between 1990 and 2007, the average annual N input for the NFSI plots by
atmospheric deposition ranged from 10.6 to 40.7 kg ha–1 year–1 (median
19.7 kg ha–1 year–1), which is in good accordance to measured deposition rates for
57 Level II plots in Germany (Borken and Matzner 2004). The generally decreasing
trend for nitrogen deposition during the investigated period (Fig. 5.1) is supported by
other investigations (Waldner et al. 2014). One should note that the accurate
quantification of total nitrogen deposition, especially for dry deposition, for forest
ecosystems is very difficult and uncertain, because of the lack of measurements,
species variability, and the different deposition processes and fluxes that need to be
simplified on a landscape scale (compare Harrison et al. (2000)). Simpson et al.
(2011) estimated an error of 30% for the different regional models and methods in
Europe. The choice of a certain deposition method depends on the purpose of the
study and the availability of throughfall measurements. Because the latter are not
available for NFSI plots, we used the state-of-the-art modelling approach for critical
load calculations in Germany (see also Schaap et al. 2017) in combination with a
reconstruction procedure. The evaluation of the estimated trend in the calculated
deposition data was done by throughfall measurement in combination with a canopy
budget model.

Fig. 5.18 Composition and fluxes from the nitrogen balance for forest ecosystems at German NFSI
plots. D, deposition; E, emission; L, leaching; U, net uptake of the vegetation; B, balance; min,
minimum harvest scenario (solid volume over bark); and max, maximum harvest scenario (whole
tree harvesting without leaves and needles)
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The quantified gaseous N flux to the atmosphere ranged between 0 and
16.8 kg ha–1 year–1 (median 1.4 kg ha–1 year–1). The results are in good agreement
with the range (0.2–2 kg ha–1 year–1 NO-N) given by Molina-Herrera et al. (2017).
Upper values are mostly found for groundwater-affected plots or clear-cut stands
(Dutch and Ineson 1990; Gundersen 1991; Tietema et al. 1991). For upland forest
soils, typical rates are between 1 and 3 kg ha–1 year–1 (Dutch and Ineson 1990).

Sixty-one percent of all NFSI plots leached less than 5 kg ha–1 year–1 N with
seepage water. The resulting median of 2.6 kg ha–1 year–1 matches with an earlier
study covering 57 Level II plots in Germany (Borken and Matzner 2004). There, the
leaching rates ranged between 0 and 26.5 kg ha–1 year–1 (median 1.4 kg ha–1 year–1).
About 71% of all plots released less than 5 kg ha–1 year–1. Additional more recently
evaluated data of the federal forest authorities using published reports on IFM plots
(Barth et al. 2016; FAWF n.d.; Hammel and Kennel 2001; Hannemann et al. 2016;
Karl et al. 2012; Klinck et al. 2012; Morgenstern 2015; Russ et al. 2017; Steinert and
Feger 2010) confirm this range and median. Mellert et al. (2005) classified nitrate
leaching rates for Bavarian forests with 66% showing values of 0–5 kg ha–1 year–1,
20% of 5–15 kg ha–1 year–1, and 14% higher than 15 kg ha–1 year–1. In comparison,
our estimates for Bavaria were 79.3% (0–5 kg ha–1 year–1), 15.4% (5–15 kgNha–1 year–1),
and 5.3% (>15 kg ha–1 year–1). Kiese et al. (2011) estimated the nitrate leaching
from German forest ecosystems by coupling Forest-DNDC to a GIS. Their results
varied between 0 and 85 kg NO3-N ha–1 year–1 with an area-averaged mean of
5.5 kg ha–1 year–1. The higher N output is probably explained by the higher deposi-
tion rates used as input for the DNDC model based on values from Gauger et al.
(2002) where problems with the nitrogen mass balance occurred in the applied
version of the LOTOS-EUROS deposition model (Schaap et al. 2015).

The medians of net N uptake were between 6.6 kg ha–1 year–1 (scenario stem
only) and 11.9 kg ha–1 year–1 (scenario whole tree without needles/leaves). Aver-
aging both scenarios resulted in 8.7 kg ha–1 year–1 and thus on a similar scale as in
other studies (Ahner et al. 2013; Korhonen et al. 2013; Meesenburg et al. 2005;
Nagel and Gregor 1999; Rademacher et al. 2009).

Because of the high atmospheric N input, the median of the N balance was always
positive for all harvest scenarios (Bmin: +7.0 kg ha–1 year–1, B: +4.8 kg ha–1 year–1,
Bmax: +2.9 kg ha–1 year–1). Figure 5.19 shows the geographical distribution of the
nitrogen balance for NFSI plots in Germany. Positive N balances are mainly found in
the Bavarian Danube Plain, Upper Palatinate and Upper Franconia, the Ore Moun-
tains, and nearly the whole North-German Lowland except Schleswig-Holstein. An
accumulation of negative N balances is visible in the Black Forest and nearby
mountain ranges, the Rhenish Slate Mountains, lower mountain ranges of North-
Hesse, the Saarland, and Schleswig-Holstein.

In many regions, N stock decreases of the differential measurement approach are
confirmed by the balance approach, and the federal statewise geographical distribu-
tion of change rates from differential N stock measurements on NFSI plots is rank
correlated to the calculated balances (Spearman’s Rho ¼ 0.8, n ¼ 13, p < 0.005). A
plotwise comparison of modelled (balances) and measured (N stock difference)
changes in N stocks showed lower rank correlation (Spearman’s Rho ¼ 0.21,
n ¼ 979, p < 10–10).
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5.5 Discussion of Methods

Nitrogen measurements are a special case in NFSI, since their repeatability in ring
tests was much lower than for most other parameters, especially when concentrations
were low (compare Table 1.2). It is the goal of this discussion to better understand
the sources of uncertainty for these data and to highlight their special properties in
order to improve the conclusions that can be drawn on their basis.

0 18090
km

- NFSI II - 

Modelled 
nitrogen balances 
in the soil profile 

Percentile classes
[kg ha -1 yr -1]

 <-18
   -18 to  -4
     -4 to   4
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Fig. 5.19 Spatial distribution of nitrogen balances of the NFSI plots in Germany in kg ha–1 year–1

(period 1990–2007)
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5.5.1 Spatial Variability

Nitrogen stock is one of the parameters with highest small-scale spatial variability.
Next to the distribution of fine roots and earthworm activity (Meier and Leuschner
2010; Andriuzzi et al. 2016), the spatial variability of litterfall, parent material, pH,
and microclimate (Sabatini et al. 2015), the distribution of stagnant conditions on the
plot (Bekele et al. 2013), and the presence of N fixing bacteria in the root system of a
few tree species (Rodriguez et al. 2011) were identified as causes for this variability.
Mellert et al. (2008) systematically investigated the variability of NFSI soil param-
eters on 33 Bavarian plots along a sampling grid of 3 m distance and discovered the
least spatial autocorrelation in N stocks, while other parameters like pH or C/N ratio
showed lower spatial variability on small scales. While Kirwan et al. (2005) recom-
mend to sample N at least at 36 locations per plot, Mellert et al. (2008) require total N
stock changes of 37% or more as precondition for a proof of N stock changes
between NFSI I and NFSI II. This degree of change was by far not reached in the
presented trend results.

The representativeness of the soil subsamples (see Sect. 1.17.3) put into analysis
from the bulk samples is very important under high small-scaled variability, since
also the bulk samples could be more spatially variable in this parameter than in
others. This is especially valid for NFSI I, where only 0.01–0.07 g of soil material
were used in C/N analysers to derive N concentration of the whole sample, while the
newer devices during NFSI II could analyse 1 or 2 g at once.

5.5.2 Uncertainty from Analytical Errors

In the following, we compile the magnitude of potential errors in laboratory analyses
in order to estimate the uncertainty of N stocks as the sum of uncertainties of the
quantities participating in N stock calculation (JCGM 2008). Since N stocks are
calculated as the product of N concentration and fine-earth stock, the uncertainty
(Var) of both measurands was estimated as (IPCC 2013):

Var measurandð Þ ¼ Var repeatabilityð Þ þ Var all meansð Þ ð5:6Þ

The uncertainty of bulk density estimates was not considered separately since
they are included in the observed uncertainty of fine-earth stocks. Uncertainty of
depth delineations and the partial derivatives of quantities measured to each other
were assumed to be negligible in a first approximation.

For chemical analysis of N concentration, Var (repeatability) was estimated from
the pooled intra-laboratory standard deviation of N analyses within the labs (ring-test
results, compare Sect. 1.8), and Var (all means) was based on the inter-laboratory
standard deviation.
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The uncertainty of N concentrations of the NFSI I ring tests (König and Wolff
1993) summed to 0.033 mg g–1 or 12% of sample means. For NFSI II, the inter-
laboratory ring tests (König et al. 2013) revealed an uncertainty of 0.027 mg g–1,
equaling ca. 4% of the sample means.

Var (fine-earth stock) was estimated based on Grüneberg et al. (2014). In their
study, data from NFSI plots was used where fine-earth stocks were measured during
both inventories. The fine-earth stock of NFSI I was on average 193 � 35 t ha–1

higher than that of NFSI II. It was assumed that fine-earth stocks are constant
between both inventories. Therefore the mean deviation plus the deviation (standard
error) of the fine-earth stocks represents a certain degree of measurement inaccuracy
of fine-earth stocks. This uncertainty amounted to 8% of the fine-earth stocks.

The reported relative uncertainties (percentage values) were used to calculate the
uncertainties of the fine-earth stocks of each depth layer. The variance of the annual
N stock changes was then summed up with inaccuracies of the measurement
technique to obtain an estimate of the total uncertainty. The comparison of observed
N stock differences in each layer with the total uncertainty of each layer resulted in
all cases to non-significance, such that the observed N stock changes from differen-
tial measurements on NFSI plots must be considered scientifically non-significant
tendencies, though statistical significance was shown (compare Wasserstein and
Lazar 2016; Lemoine et al. 2016).

5.5.3 Treatment of Very Low Concentrations

Apart from the relative uncertainties given as percentages, absolute uncertainties
were taken into account when judging the accuracy of N concentrations in the lowest
soil layer (interquartile range 0.2–0.5 mg g–1, 60–90 cm). As the given limits of
quantification for the different devices used during NFSI I were in a range up to
0.24 mg g–1, the 44% of measured values which were below or equal to this
threshold were considered potentially inaccurate, especially with regard to the fact
that potential measurement errors would always occur in positive direction under
these circumstances, since negative values are not possible. The whole layer was
excluded from trend calculation since the potential influence of measurement errors
on the calculated stock differences was not negligible due to high fine-earth stocks
(interquartile range 2–4.5 Gg ha–1) that could easily lead to distortions when
calculating stock differences.

The relevance of such a distortion is difficult to verify in the final dataset of
calculated N stocks; however, there was a noticeable high proportion of exceptionally
high N stocks observed especially in the data from deeper layers of NFSI I, which is
reflected in the very high coefficients of skewness for these datasets (Table 5.6).
While the high levels of N deposition preceding and during the NFSI I period might
have caused elevated N concentrations also in deeper layers, such high coefficients of
skewness have neither been observed in NFSI II nor in the inventories on IFM plots at
both points in time. Coefficients of skewness were also regionally very diverse.
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The numerous exceptionally high N stocks from deeper layers of NFSI I are the
main cause for a number of plots with extreme changes in N stocks. As usual in other
long-term investigations (Johnson et al. 2007; Kiser et al. 2009), some of these
stored samples were subsampled with a sample divider and reanalysed with a C/N
analyser in 2017. First analyses show that a part of the high N concentrations from
NFSI I may be reproduced; however, it is unclear to what extent the re-analyses are
influenced by storage conditions.

In NFSI I, also the layer 30–60 cm of the mineral soil shows a high relative
proportion of exceptionally high N stocks (coefficient of skewness ¼ 28.1). The
measured N concentrations were higher than in 60–90 cm (interquartile range
0.3–0.9 mg g–1) and were, thus, in their majority expected to be less affected by
the laboratory limit of quantification. However, since their influence is high in stock
calculations (fine-earth stocks interquartile range: 2.2–4.3 Gg ha–1) and also other
error sources may have contributed to the skewed distribution, only weighted
median values of trends derived from this layer in NFSI I are presented, thereby
reducing the influence of very high or low absolute numbers on the results. For better
comparability, all results of the paired and the complete sample are presented as
weighted medians.

5.5.4 Plot Selection Effects

Most methodological problems complicating the evaluation of temporal changes
between the two NFSIs equally apply for NFSI plots and IFM plots and are not likely
to be the cause for the apparently opposite direction of the trends derived from both
networks and from balance calculations. Of course the number of IFM plots with two
N stock inventories is much smaller than the number of NFSI plots, such that outliers
have the potential to affect the overall pattern of temporal changes. While NFSI plots
are systematically selected along a spatial grid, IFM plots were selected in order to
represent the regionally typical forest types. May sample size and plot selection be

Table 5.6 Coefficients of skewness for each distribution of nitrogen stocks (t ha–1) in the different
layers, determined for NFSI I, NFSI II, and the first and second inventory of Intensive Forest
Monitoring plots

Coefficient of skewness NFSI I NFSI II IFM 1st IFM 2nd

Organic layer 1.9 2.3 1.3 0.9

0–5 cm 2.4 1.1 0.5 0.0

5–10 cm 3.7 1.6 2.2 1.6

10–30 cm 8.5 2.1 1.4 1.8

30–60 cm 28.1 2.9 1.1 1.2

60–90 cm 28.3 6.4 0.8 2.2

OrgL—30 cm 6.6 1.6 1.2 1.0

OrgL—60 cm 20.0 1.7 0.7 1.0
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the causes for an opposite direction of trends derived for the time between both
NFSIs?

A bootstrap analysis was performed to investigate the plot selection effect.
100 million subsamples of NFSI plots (paired sample) were randomly chosen for
each layer with a sample size identical to the corresponding number of IFM plots
available. If IFM plots were just another selection of plots from the same population,
there would probably also be plot combinations from the NFSI plots generating the
same deviation to the whole NFSI result or an even larger deviation. The results are
given in Table 5.7: For example, for the organic layer, the analysis revealed that an N
stock decrease � �4.5 kg ha–1 year–1 (the value measured on IFM plots) would also
have been the outcome of 37.7% of all samples with the same sample size (n ¼ 37)
drawn from NFSI plots, showing that IFM plot results are not generally different
from the results of NFSI in the organic layer. On the other hand, for the mineral soil
between 0 and 30 cm depth, only 0.02% of the equal-sized subsamples of the NFSI
plots would lead to an N stock increase � +43.1 kg ha–1 year–1—here NFSI plots
and IFM plots are generally different.

The bootstrap analysis shows that the IFM plot results of the first inventory could
also have been derived from a reasonable number of combinations from NFSI plots.
Especially in the upper part of the mineral soil and to a lesser extent in the other
layers, IFM plots had in the first inventory N stocks typical for NFSI plots. In the
second inventory, N stocks of layers deeper than 30 cm of the mineral soil and of the
organic layer of IFM plots were again quite typical results for subsamples of the
NFSI, but the upper 30 cm of the mineral soil had results that could hardly be
generated based on NFSI plots: Only 1.1% of the random NFSI plot subsamples
would produce such a result. Also the trends derived from the difference between
first and second inventory may not be generated based on subsamples of the NFSI in
0–30 cm and in 30–60 cm of the mineral soil.

It may be concluded from this analysis that it is not just the low number of IFM
plots that is responsible for the apparently opposite direction of their trend results:
Some IFM plot results especially of the second inventory appear to be not from the

Table 5.7 Percentage of NFSI plot subsamples of size n that would produce at least the same
deviation of nitrogen stock medians relative to NFSI results as it is reported for the available number
of Intensive Forest Monitoring plots for each layer

n First inventory (%) Second inventory (%) Trend (%)

Organic layer 37 9.1 22.5 37.7

0–5 cm 29 34.2 1.2 20.7

5–10 cm 29 58.5 94.6 12.8

10–30 cm 47 38.9 11.4 0.02

0–30 cm 47 36.7 1.1 0.02

30–60 cm 46 10.3 12.9 0.05

60–90 cm 21 16.5 61.2 5.7

Org—60 cm 36 15.3 0.1 0.8

Sample sizes in 0–5 cm and 5–10 cm are lower than, e.g. in organic layer—60 cm due to
non-separate sampling of both layers on many plots
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same population as the results of NFSI plots. It may also be concluded that the initial
plot selection is not the primary cause for the diverging results in terms of absolute N
stocks, since the first inventory after plots were selected could reasonably be
reproduced by subsamples of NFSI plots. Only with respect to the occurring change
rates, the selected IFM plots are not comparable to the NFSI dataset.

Several alternative explanations for the different trend results from both networks
are possible: (1) Since the inventories were not all performed in exactly the main
year of NFSI I or NFSI II, it could be that N stock changes are more variable in time
than expected, such that the results of both networks represent different stages of N
stock development. Other long-term monitoring programmes on N stocks in forests
also found subsequent N stock changes with reversed direction that were difficult to
explain as a long-term development (Johnson et al. 2007; Johnson and Turner 2014;
Kiser et al. 2009; Binkley et al. 2000). (2) The originally more typical state of N
stocks on IFM plots may have changed after the first inventory due to their use as
IFM plots. Most IFM plots are highly instrumented plots with less regular thinning,
with the consequence that the stands are on average older than the mean age of NFSI
plots and, thus, could accumulate more N in the soil during their lifetime. Many of
the plots are fenced, which lowers bioturbation, browsing, and predation by larger
mammals. (3) The small methodological differences between both networks may
have contributed to the deviation in trend results. Differences exist, e.g. with regard
to the number of soil samples taken in the forest, such that the high spatial variability
of N stocks may better be accounted for by IFM plots. (4) No IFM plots with
sufficient data are located in those areas in the southwest of Germany where
predominantly negative change rates of soil N stocks have been observed. Thus, a
systematic underrepresentation of geographic areas with negative change rates
within the set of IFM plots contributes to the results from the bootstrapping
approach.

Summarizing the methods discussion, it may not be excluded that the results of
differential N stock measurements are subject to relevant over- or underestimations.
Namely the measurements in deeper layers are influenced by the mentioned error
sources, since the employed techniques especially in NFSI I operated close to their
limit of quantification. However, they are the only representative benchmark values
we can relate to from the 1990s, and there is no proof that would justify to discard
them. It is of course important to take the uncertainties mentioned into account when
drawing conclusions especially on long-term trends.

5.6 Summary and Conclusions

Nitrogen stocks in German forest soils are with 6.3 t ha–1 on the most frequently
observed level in European forest soils (5–10 t ha–1, Fleck et al. 2016), which is
considered a medium level according to the empirical rating for German forest soils
(AK Standortskartierung 2016). This result was similarly observed in NFSI I and
NFSI II and agrees in general terms with the measurements on IFM plots (Fig. 5.2).
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More than 50% of N in forest soils is generally stored in the uppermost 30 cm of
the mineral soil. The next 30 cm contains more than 20%, and roughly another 15%
is stored in 60–90 cm depth of the mineral soil. The organic layer contains usually
the remaining 10–15% of N in the whole soil profile up to 90 cm. This result is
confirmed by NFSI I and NFSI II measurements as a representative result for
Germany, and it is in the same order of magnitude also observed on the selected
IFM plots.

A general property of N stocks in German forest soils is their high regional
variability, which is visible in all evaluations (Figs. 5.3, 5.5, and 5.19). The observed
pattern may largely be explained as the long-term impact of factors like tree species,
parent material, soil acidification, annual mean temperature, and agricultural land
use with the related N deposition. The depth gradient of N stocks observed on plots
from the different tree species and parent materials is well explained by the decom-
posability approach of Berg (2014), whereby high C/N ratios in organic layer—5 cm
indicate organic material with low initial decomposability (decomposition of cellu-
lose), but high total decomposability (including the decomposition of lignin),
leading to high N stocks in the organic layer, but low N stocks in total for organic
layer—60 cm. Low C/N ratios in turn were nearly always associated with low N
stocks in the organic layer and high N stocks in organic layer—60 cm. These results
demonstrate the central relevance of C/N ratios of the organic material provided for
its decomposability in the soil.

A potential explanation for the relationship between C/N ratio and the depth
gradient of N stocks may be found in the observation that C/N ratios initially
decrease during decomposition due to N immobilization taking place in the first
9 months of decomposition (Hasegawa and Takeda 1996). Parton et al. (2007) also
showed that immobilization during the first phases of decomposition is highest in
litter with high C/N ratios (when microbial biomass growth is N limited) and very
low when C/N ratios are small and microbial biomass growth is C limited. The effect
of C/N ratios on microbial biomass growth and subsequent decomposition is,
however, twofold: While an increase of microbial biomass reduces the amount of
easily accessible particulate organic matter, it increases the amount of mineral-
associated organic matter, which mainly originates from microbial necromass and
exudates (Averill and Waring 2018).

The effect of soil pH on decomposition processes is visible from the liming effect
on acid-sensitive plots, where N stocks in the organic layer decreased in the years
between NFSI I and NFSI II, while N stocks increased in the mineral soil (0–30 cm):
Apparently, this effect is independent from C/N ratios, since there was no direct
effect on C/N ratios, while the directly stimulating effect of increased soil pH on
microbial activity is known (Anderson and Domsch 1993). Increased decomposition
of particulate organic matter by microbes in the organic layer may here again be
associated with an increase of mineral-associated organic matter in the mineral soil,
eventually enhanced by the decreasing influence of liming on soil pH with depth.

In the years between NFSI I and NFSI II, an N accumulation took place in organic
layer—5 cm. More precisely, the N accumulation was concentrated in the uppermost
5 cm of the mineral soil, while there appeared to be a slight decrease of N stocks in
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the organic layer. This result is derived from differential N stock measurements on
NFSI plots as well as on IFM plots. C/N ratios in organic layer—5 cm increased in
the same time from a moderate level in NFSI I to a somewhat higher level in NFSI
II. Such an increase of C/N ratios could be the first visible effect of the slowly
decreasing N deposition rates, since uptake of N compounds into the organic layer is
reduced with decreasing deposition. This interpretation is consistent with the fact
that the formerly observed decrease of C/N ratios in the years around NFSI I had
been attributed to the increasing N deposition rates at that time (Geissen and
Brümmer 1999). The expected inhibitory effect of increasing C/N ratios on micro-
bial biomass growth in the organic layer (low initial decomposability) did not occur
and may have been overridden in this case by the increase of pH values in the
organic layer (compare Chap. 4) associated with decreasing N deposition. Also the
climatic changes in the period before each of the NFSIs may have contributed to
higher organic matter decomposition by microbes in the organic layer: Increasing
temperatures and the potentially increasing frequency of drought-rewetting cycles in
the 10 years before sampling (compare Chap. 3) may yet in these years have led to
accelerated decomposition and increased microbial activity, thereby decreasing the
amount of particulate organic matter N in the organic layer and increasing the N
stocks in mineral-associated organic matter in the upper mineral soil. A direct link
between N deposition and C/N ratios appears to be likely also from the observed
impact of agricultural land use.

While N accumulation in organic layer—5 cm may be derived from NFSI as well
as IFM plots, increasing N stocks in the mineral soil above 30 cm depth and
decreasing N stocks below this depth were only found on NFSI plots. IFM plots
confirm the increase in the mineral soil above 30 cm, but yield constant N stocks in
the layers below. However, a discrepancy in the change rates between mineral soil
layers above and below 30 cm depth seems to be a common feature of both
networks’ results on N stock change rates from differential N stock measurements.
Regardless of the uncertainties associated with low concentration measurements in
deeper layers, a potential explanation for such a discrepancy would most likely be
connected to the acidifying effect of N deposition, which has been found to be
independent of the effect of C/N ratios. After N (and S) deposition had slowly
decreased, an increase of soil pH and base saturation was only observed in the
uppermost layers (compare Chap. 4). This reduction of acidity together with climatic
changes induced an increase of (micro-) biological activity, reducing the amount of
stored N in the organic layer by decomposition, but increasing the amount of
mineral-associated organic matter in the upper mineral soil, while the ongoing
acidification in the deeper mineral soil of acid-sensitive plots would be expected to
reduce microbial activity and potentially even the amount of N stored in this
compartment.

The approaches to derive N stock changes between NFSI I and NFSI II show a
diverse picture. While the modelled N balances lead to the expectation of on average
increasing N stocks (+2.8 to +7.0 kg ha–1 year–1, depending on harvest scenario),
they also estimate N stock decreases for a substantial proportion of the sites, even if
only a minimum amount of harvesting is assumed. The differential N stock
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measurement results from IFM plots, which partly follow the scenario of no harvest,
indeed show a clear increase of N stocks, which is with +28.0 kg ha–1 year–1 even
higher than the range given from modelled N balances. While N stocks on NFSI
plots in organic layer—30 cm slightly increased (+6.2 kg ha–1 year–1), N stock
decreases are reported for the deeper layers with their generally low N concentra-
tions that turn the result for organic layer—60 cm to a median decrease of
�8.2 kg ha–1 year–1. Since both NFSI and IFM plot results are outside the range
given by N balance estimations, it may not be excluded that they are over- or
underestimations. The representativeness of modelled N balances from NFSI plots
is considered higher than their differential N stock measurements, since N stock
differences of the latter, coined by the extremely high spatial and temporal variability
of N concentrations in soil samples and resulting measurement uncertainties, were
scientifically not significant.

Summarizing, the effect of decreasing N deposition rates yet appears to be visible
as increasing C/N ratios and pH values (Chap. 4) in the organic layer, whereof the
latter is partly achieved by liming and the reduction of S deposition and contributes
to decreasing N stocks in the organic layer. Changes in climate, litter quality, and soil
pH appear to be responsible for the observed shift of N stocks towards the upper
mineral soil. The forest soils contain still a medium high amount of N stocks and
further accumulate N, preferentially in the uppermost 30 cm of the mineral soil,
while there are indications for large N stock decreases in the deeper layers of the
mineral soil that are potentially influenced by continuing acidification in these layers.
While no general increase of N in groundwater from forest catchments has been
reported for Germany in the years between NFSI I and NFSI II (Sucker et al. 2011),
the risk of such a development requires more intensive monitoring of processes in
the deeper mineral soil. Modelling studies are needed especially on acid-sensitive
forest sites to better predict the development of N-leaching under forest soils
recovering from acidification. The data show, how vulnerable biological activity
and N-storage in forest soils may be under changing conditions, and losses of N by
leaching from forests need to be considered as a serious possibility. Further reduc-
tions of N deposition are, thus, still needed as a preventive measure for environ-
mental protection.
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